According to reliable sources from Asmara that the ruling
regime security authorities arrested journalist / Said AbdelHay SE about a week before and took him to an unknown
destination.
Is happy that the staff of advanced information in the ranks
of the Popular Front before and after liberation, and the
founders of the Eritrean Ministry of Information. Occupied
key positions in the press section to the extent that the
ministry's deputy chief editor of the Journal of modern
Eritrea, the first author of a column in the press after
Eritrean independence, with suspended his column early in
the beginning of the nineties. Served as President of the
Arabic section in the Eritrean television in the mid-nineties.
Then Served as Chairman of the Economic Department at
the Voice of the Eritrean masses.
He was also an official Department of Press and
Publications and the Eritrean News Agency The Ministry of
Information, a post appointed by the president's office
directly.
A founding member of the Secretariat of the Journal of the
mouthpiece of the party regime. Versed in several languages
by local and international Arabic - English - keratinocytes,
and staff who rely on them to translate the data and press
releases very important, and literature (Popular Front)
political and cultural, as translated ably and professional
craft book (AYNEFELALE) any (Will not separate) from
the Tigrinya to Arab writer pain Sagd Tesfaye, who has long
been suspended from work and Mgdoba them from the head
of the regime, perhaps because of the historical facts are
cited in his book on the stage of political struggle in
Alarabieenja.

System in an attempt to discourage him from openly express
his views about the political situation in the country recently
appointed Saeed Hai responsible for the Office of
expatriates after the appointment of its former president
called (Woody Bachai) system ambassador to Israel.
Is one of the staff was informed that the view is still the
need for political reforms in the country.
Said graduated from the Faculty of Agriculture at the
University of Benghazi, Libya. Married sons and daughters.

